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It is only in the last hundred years or so that crop monoculture has become predominant in industrialized agriculture for field and plantation crops. The reasons were for simplicity of planting, harvesting and other operations, which could all be mechanized, and for uniform quality of the crop product. However, monoculture produced severe disadvantages, such as vulnerability to diseases, pests and weeds, and yield instability, which necessitated, for example, the large-scale use of pesticides, fertilizers and growth regulators. To avoid or reduce some of the problems of monoculture, we need to introduce and manage diversity in better ways. At the highest level, species monoculture is difficult to change, at least in the short term. At the variety level, diversification is easy to manage, in the form of variety mixtures within the field. The idea of purposely blending different varieties of wheat is more than 50 years old and was first proposed and tested to reduce the impact of stem and leaf rust. More recently, this concept has also been expanded to look whether blends improved grain yield and/or grain quality. This article reviews the current knowledge about the mechanisms that account for disease reduction and yield increase in a variety of mixtures. It discusses the various determinants in the adoption of a variety of mixtures and the prospects for and challenges in using a variety of mixtures as a functional diversification strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

Wheat variety blends are seed mixtures of two or more pure varieties. Cultivar mixtures refer to mixtures of cultivated varieties growing simultaneously on the same parcel of land with no attempt to breed for phenotypic uniformity (Mundt, 2002). Wolfe (1985) defined cultivar mixtures as mixtures of cultivars that vary for many characters including disease resistance, but have sufficient similarity to be grown together. Compared to the modern monoculture model, blending wheat varieties is a different approach. Each wheat variety has susceptibilities that can cause fluctuations in yield. For example, some varieties are highly disease resistant but may respond poorly to drought or a variety that is fairly cold-hardy may succumb to certain insect pests. In any environment where stresses occur unpredictably, combining pure varieties that have complementary strengths can help stabilize yields (Cowger, 2007). Variety and species mixtures are not only being used extensively in small-scale subsistence agriculture worldwide but also in large-scale systems. Cultivar blends have been used extensively in small grain production in several European countries (Wolfe, 2001). Currently, 6 to 15% of the wheat production area in the states of Washington, Oregon, and Kansas is planted to blends every year (NASS, 2007). Approximately 17% of the 644 000 ha of soft white common winter wheat seeded in Washington in 1999 consisted of mixtures (WASS, 1999).

Part of the mixture production is for animal feed; however, cereal cultivar mixtures in Switzerland, Poland and the US are used for bread and beer production. Most interesting is the fact that the highest quality coffee of Colombia is almost all produced in cultivar mixtures to protect the coffee from the coffee rust disease. These mixtures are perennial and have been successful since 1982 on a large scale (Wolfe, 2001). Superiority of cultivar
blends over pure-line cultivars have been observed in numerous crops, including wheat (Banziger et al., 2010; You-Yong et al., 2009; Cowger and Weiz, 2008; Fridham and Entz, 2005; Bowden et al., 2001), soybean (Biabani et al., 2008), forage maize (Afonin and Stepanku, 1996), barley (Jokinen, 1991; Valentine, 1982), flax (Gubbles and Kenachuk, 1987) and cotton (Bechere, 2008). Cultivar mixtures have been suggested as a means to achieve increased crop productivity. By choosing cultivars that complement each other for performance of important traits, mixtures could be formulated to meet specific production requirements. Main advantages reported for blends are yield increase (Gallandt et al., 2000), yield stability across diverse environments (Østergård et al., 2005; Kaut et al., 2006), more efficient use of limited growth resources (Biabani, 2009), better control of pest (Cox et al., 2004), diseases (Ngugi et al., 2001) and weeds (Rodríguez, 2006).

Other potential benefits of using blends include overcoming winter injury by tiller compensation (Bowden et al., 2001), spreading out periods of nutrient and water requirement (Tilahun, 1995), compensation for neighboring plants killed or weakened by environmental stress (Essah and Stoskopf, 2001) and decreased lodging (Newton et al., 2002; Mundt, 2002; Stützel and Aufhammer, 1988; Grafius, 1966). Superiority of cultivar blends over pure stands attributed to blends component differences in some agronomic characteristics such as height (Trenbath, 1974) and maturity (Schweitzer, 1986). Despite numerous examples in which mixture performance was superior to that of pure line components, there are exceptions. Rajeswara and Prasad (1982) compared grain yield of spring wheat mixtures and their pure line components, and found no advantage of mixtures.

Likewise, Finckh and Mundt (1996) examined mixtures of five winter wheat varieties in Oregon and found that yield did not differ between mixtures and pure lines. Baker and Briggs (1984) found no significant differences in yield between the average performance of 10 barley cultivars and the 45 possible two-component mixtures. Patterson et al. (1963) found no yield advantage of oat mixtures over pure line components, but noted that mixtures had greater lodging resistance:

Yield stability

Yield stability is one of the main benefits reported for blends. Cultivar mixtures can have a higher yield and more yield stability than pure stands of the components (Finckh et al., 2000). Smithson and Lenne (1996) summarized the yield results from more than 100 studies of intraspecific field crop blends, and concluded that on average blend yields exceeded their midcomponents by a small but significant amount, and the advantage was greater for wheat (5.4%) than other field crops. Jensen (1988) summarized literature concerning mixtures and concluded that the grain yield of mixtures was generally close to the average of the components, with a small skew towards the higher-yielding component. He suggested the most appropriate uses of mixtures would be to (i) identify the occasional mixture that performed better than the best component, and (ii) utilize other benefits of mixtures such as lodging resistance, stability, or specialty use.

Likewise, Trenbath (1974), in an extensive review of literature in which forage yield of mixtures was measured, found that yield of mixtures was greater than that of pure lines in more than half the experiments examined. A growing number of studies show that in natural ecosystems, functional diversity leads to higher stability (Petchey and Gaston, 2002). Such functional diversification can be achieved by using cultivar mixtures (Wolfe, 1985). Smithson and Lenne (1996) analyzed 35 data sets of yields of blends and their components for genotype x environment interaction, using analysis of variance and regression, and concluded that blend yields almost always varied less among environments than did the yields of blend components. Østergård et al. (2005) grew six three-component spring barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) blends and their components in 17 environments, and found that blends were on average more stable than pure cultivars both in actual yield and in yield ranking.

Published results from field trials of cereal variety mixtures demonstrate, however, both positive and negative effects on grain yield. To investigate the prevalence and preconditions for positive mixing effects, reported grain yields of variety mixtures and pure variety stands were obtained from previously published variety trials, converted into relative mixing effects and combined using meta-analysis. Twenty-six published studies, examining a total of 246 instances of a variety of mixtures of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and barley (H. vulgare L.), were identified as meeting the criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis; on the other hand, nearly 200 studies were discarded. The accepted studies reported results on both winter and spring types of each crop species. Relative mixing effects ranged from −30 to 100% with an overall meta-estimate of at least 2.7% (P < 0.001), reconfirming the potential of overall grain yield increase when growing varieties in mixtures. The mixing effect varied between crop types, with largest and significant effects for winter wheat and spring barley. The meta-regression demonstrated that mixing effect increased significantly with:

1. Diversity in reported grain yields,
2. Diversity in disease resistance, and
3. Diversity in weed suppressiveness, all among component varieties.

Relative mixing effect was also found to increase
significantly with the effective number of component varieties (Kær et al., 2009).

**Number of cultivar in blends**

The effect of different numbers of blend components has been studied, and the evidence on whether increased component number correlates with yield improvement is mixed (Smithson and Lenne, 1996). In at least three studies of small grains, blend yield advantages were greater with more than two components than with just two (Newton et al., 1997; Nitzsche and Hesselbach, 1983; Stuke and Fehrmann, 1987). Nitzsche and Hesselbach (1983) studied blends of spring barley and reported that yield increased as the number of components in the blends increased from two to six. Smithson and Lenne (1996) reported that yield stability of field crop blends improved with increasing numbers of components in about half the datasets they examined. The number of cultivars in the mixture can influence the disease control benefit achieved from it. Mundt (1994) showed that increasing the number of cultivars up to 5 gave a trend towards decreasing the severity of stripe rust on wheat, but with potentially diminishing returns beyond 3 or 4 cultivar components. Newton et al. (1997) obtained similar results in the control of scald on winter barley.

**Diversity in cultivar blends**

An important prerequisite in using mixtures is the diversity of cultivars to be included in terms of agronomic traits (Castilla et al., 2003). There may be a relationship between component diversity and blend advantage, although the evidence is not uniform (Smithson and Lenne, 1996). Some studies of soybean blends with components divergent in yield, plant height, and/or maturity have shown a positive relationship between mixture advantage and component diversity (Mumaw and Weber, 1957; Schweitzer et al., 1986; Smithson and Lenne, 1996). In contrast, some studies showed no relationship between mixture advantage and diversity differences in soybean cultivars (Patterson et al., 1963; Gzikice et al., 1989). One of the main reasons behind the superiority of wheat cultivar blends over sole cultivars may be attributed to the differences among cultivar's height. Such differences can result in creating a wavy canopy in the field, which consists of a combination of shorter and taller cultivars beside each other. This structure can lead to more uniform distribution of leaves, more penetration of light into the canopy due to decreased shading of adjacent plants on each other and subsequently less inter-species competition among plants for receiving light.

In this case, absorbed energy by plants allocates to dry matter accumulation instead of more vegetative growth. Moreover, we have limitations for increasing plant densities particularly under dryland conditions due to soil moisture deficiency. However, without any change in plant populations in a wavy canopy, more photosynthetic parts are exposed to the light because of increased light use efficiency, which leads to increasing photosynthesis and dry matter production as well as optimum utilization of limited soil moisture content. Additionally, if the light passes by taller cultivar, shorter cultivar can absorb the light and increases light use efficiency. Increased light use efficiency in cultivar blends not only is responsible for increasing photosynthesis and dry matter production but also results in lesser evaporation from the soil surface by reducing amounts of the light reaching the soil surface and help to preserving soil water content which is absolutely necessary for producing optimum yields specially in rhizosphere farming (Faraji, 2011). Height variability in spring wheat (T. aestivum L.) cultivars permits growing them in systematic mixed stands and such mixtures are reported to lead to better utilization of solar radiation.

Studies on such wheat mixtures are limited (Prasad and Sharma, 1980). Essah and Stoskopf (2001) blended barley cultivars that varied in stature and maturity, and found a yield advantage to blending early with late cultivars, as long as the maturity difference was not too great. They hypothesized that the early:late combination allowed the plants to maximally exploit their environment. The conflicting results among previous experiments demonstrate that relationship between diversity and blend performance may vary according to the species investigated, the sample of cultivars, or the environments in which they were tested (Helland and Holland, 2003).

**Agronomic considerations**

With regard to cultivar mixtures, a basic question concerns whether increased genetic diversity among the individual crop plants is compatible with the production and marketing goals of the production system. Genotype and species mixtures are common in traditional agriculture. Current evidence also suggests that mixtures can work in commercial and modern agriculture (Mundt, 1994; Bowden et al., 2001). Marketing restrictions and processing quality are often cited as major limitations to the use of mixtures. However, cultivars of the same market class are often bulked during handling and shipping. The German experience with barley demonstrated that adequate malting quality could be maintained in the face of widespread deployment of cultivars mixtures (Wolfe, 1992). Individual blends may have positive, neutral, or negative effects on yield, and thus blends must be tested under varying conditions before recommendations can be made (Mundt et al., 1995a, b).

It would be desirable to plant blends in small unit areas,
to screen the largest possible number of component combinations each year. A system for mixing cultivars must be designed to minimize anticipated difficulties in crop establishment, harvesting, and milling and marketing of grains that are usually associated with the adoption of cultivar mixtures. It is also important to quantify the costs and benefits to determine whether the benefits, such as those derived from the increase in yield and reduction in fungicide use, can offset additional costs (Leung et al., 2003). In order to weigh these advantages and disadvantages, producers must know how blends actually perform in the field. Because innumerable combinations of varieties are possible, performance testing of all blends is not feasible (Bowden et al., 2001).

Relations between land size and efficiency of cultivar blends

Cowger and Weisz (2008) examined the effects of two different plot sizes (6.1×3.1 and 1.83×0.31 m) on performance of wheat cultivar blends and reported small plots did not demonstrate a blend advantage, while nearby large plots did. The factors contributing to the overall blend advantage in the larger plots, such as disease reduction and compensation, evidently had lesser effects in the smaller plots. This result is consistent with the findings of other researchers (Mille et al., 2006; Wolfe, 1985; Zhu et al., 2000). Blend benefits are probably greater at larger spatial scales, as host-diversity effects on disease may increase over larger areas (Garrett and Mundt, 1999). This is due in part to the fact that, at least for some wind-dispersed foliar diseases, the velocity of disease expansion increases with distance from inoculum source (Cowger et al., 2005; Ferrandino, 1993).

Thus, the difference in epidemic velocity between pure and mixed stands will become greater over larger distances, giving an increased host-diversity advantage at larger spatial scales. An increasing blend advantage at larger spatial scales has been observed experimentally (Mille et al., 2006; Wolfe, 1985; Zhu et al., 2000). It suggests blend efficacy must be evaluated at some minimum plot size, and blends found to be advantageous at that scale should also be tested over larger areas.

Contribution of bio-diversity to food security

Some of the most profound and direct impacts of climate change over the next few decades will be on agriculture and food systems (Brown and Funk, 2008). Increasing temperatures, declining and more unpredictable rainfall, more frequent extreme weather and higher severity of pest and disease are among the more drastic changes that would impact food production (Parry et al., 2007; Morton, 2007; Lobell et al., 2008). Farmers in poorer countries with harsh climate conditions will likely be most affected. It has been shown that by 2080, the 40 poorest countries, located predominately in tropical Africa and Latin America, could lose 10 to 20% of their basic grain growing capacity due to drought (Kotschi, 2007). A review of recent scientific literature underlines that the most effective strategy to adopt agriculture to climate changes is to increase biodiversity. A mix of different varieties in one field is a proven and highly reliable farming method to increase stress tolerance to erratic weather changes. Diversity farming is the single most important modern technology to achieve food security in a changing climate. Scientists have shown that that diversity provides a natural insurance policy against major ecosystem changes, be it in the wild or in agriculture (McNaughton, 1977; Chapin et al., 2000; Diaz et al., 2006). It is now predicted that genetic diversity will be most crucial in highly variable environments and those under rapid human-induced climate change (Reusch et al., 2005; Hajjar et al., 2008; Hughes et al., 2008).

The larger the number of different species or varieties presents in one field or in an ecosystem, the greater the probability that at least some of them can cope with changing conditions. Species diversity also reduces the probability of pests and diseases by diluting the viability of their hosts (Chapin et al., 2000). It is an age-old insurance policy of farming communities to hedge their risks and plant diverse crops. The strategy is not to maximize yield in an optimum year, but to maximize yield over years, good and bad, by decreasing the chance of crop failure in a bad year (Altieri, 1990). This diversification strategy is backed by a wealth of recent scientific data. In a unique cooperation project among Chinese Scientist and farmers in Yunnan during 1998 and 1999, researchers calculated the effect of diversity on the severity of rice blast, the major disease of rice (Zhu et al., 2000). They showed that disease-susceptible rice varieties planted with resistant varieties had an 89 percent greater yield than when they were grown in a monoculture. Mixed varieties of rice produced more grain per hectare than their corresponding monocultures in all cases. The experiment was so successful that fungicidal sprays were no longer applied by the end of the two-year program. This is especially remarkable as the yield gains were on top of already high average yields in the region, at nearly 10 tones per hectare, among the highest in the world (Zhu et al., 2000). This shows that greater rice diversity means lower rates of plant disease and greater yields while conserving genetic diversity, all at minimal cost for farmers and the environment. In another example in Italy, a high level of genetic diversity within wheat fields on non-irrigated farms reduces risk of crop failure during dry conditions. A scenario where rainfall declines by 20%, the wheat yield would fall sharply, but when diversity is increased by 2%, this decline can not only be reversed but above average yields achieved (DiFalco and Chavas, 2006, 2008). Off the German coast, a genetically diverse area of seagrass was not only able to survive a heat wave, but experienced 26 to 34% more growth than...
seagrass monocultures, showing how genetic diversity increases the ability for plants to recover after a perturbation, while genetic monocultures have a limited short-term ability to respond to extreme climatic events (Reusch et al., 2005).

There is abundant scientific evidence that crop biodiversity has an important role to play in the adaptation to our changing environment. While oversimplified farming systems, such as monocultures of genetically identical plants, would not be able to cope with a changing climate, increasing the biodiversity of an agro-ecosystem can help maintain its long-term productivity and contribute significantly to food security. Genetic diversity within a field provides a buffer against losses caused by environmental change, pest and diseases. Genetic diversity provides the resilience needed for a reliable and stable, long-term food production (Diaz et al., 2006).

Analysis of past environment changes that resulted in dramatic famines (Ireland's potato famine and Ethiopia, 1965 to 1997) shows specialized monocultures are highly vulnerable (Fraser, 2007). In addition to enhancing food security and climate resilience, diversity in the field also delivers important ecosystem services. Variety mixtures that are tolerant to drought and flood not only increase productivity, but also prevent soil erosion and desertification, increase soil organic matter and help stabilize slopes (Hajjar et al., 2008). Benefits for farmers include reducing the need for costly pesticides, receiving price premiums for valued traditional varieties and improving their dietary diversity and health (Hajjar et al., 2008). Bio-diverse farming is a proven, effective strategy to adapt to climate change.

Through it, we can create farms that are able to maintain and increase food production in the face of increasingly unpredictable conditions. Agriculture will not only be affected by climate change, it is a substantial contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. By reducing agriculture's greenhouse gas emissions and by using farming techniques that increases soil carbon, farming itself can contribute to mitigating climate change (Bellarby et al., 2007).

In fact, many bio-diverse farming systems are both mitigation and adaptation strategies, as they increase soil carbon and use cropping systems that are more resilient to extreme weather. In order to increase our food security in a changing world, policy makers need to invest more in modern and effective bio-diverse farming systems. A one-sided focus on GE plants contradicts all scientific findings on climate change adaptation in agriculture, and is a long-term threat to global food security.

Quality factors in cultivar blends

It is well known that the bread-making quality of wheat is much related to the protein content in grain (Kadziulien et al., 2009). Variation in protein concentration due to environmental conditions has been reported in previous studies of hard white wheat cultivars (Huang and Varriano-Marston, 1980; McGuire et al., 1994; Lang et al., 1998). Grain protein concentration of hard white wheat is a crucial factor in determining noodle, bread, and tortilla quality (McGuire et al., 1994; Qarooni et al., 1994; Lang et al., 1998; Wang and Flores, 1999; Ambalamaatil et al., 2002). Typically, hard white wheat cultivars and their blends have shown good breadmaking performance (Bean et al., 1990; Chang and Chambers, 1992; Morris, 1992; McGuire et al., 1994; Lang et al., 1998; Campbell et al., 2001; Ambalamaatil et al., 2002; Habernicht et al., 2002). Blending hard white wheat cultivars represents a sound strategy to stabilize yield and end-use quality (Lee et al., 2005). It has been recognized that the grain lot mixtures of hard white and hard red wheats and the grain lot mixtures of hard white and soft white wheats could affect processing quality and end-use performance (Bequette and Herrman, 1994; Habernicht et al., 2002).

Bean et al. (1990) showed a synergistic improvement in bread quality by blending low protein ‘Klasic’ and low protein ‘Anza’ flours in equal portion. Morris (1992) evaluated the blending of three grain lots of Klasic with two popular soft white wheat cultivars (Daws and Stephens) to assess the potential impact of mixing white wheat classes on hard wheat milling and baking quality. Blending changed quality in one of two ways:

1. A linear response proportional to the relative amount of each component in a blend with the quality of the blend intermediate between the quality of the unblended grain lots and
2. A curvilinear response in which a small amount (e.g., 10%) of soft wheat had a disproportionally large effect.

No synergistic effects due to blending were observed. A linear response pattern was observed for grain test weight, near-infrared reflectance (NIR) hardness score, and protein and for flour yield, protein, and water absorption. Traits that followed a curvilinear response pattern included dough mixing time and straight-dough pan-bread volume.

Faraji (2011) evaluated three two-component wheat cultivar blends at five blending ratios and three different seeding rates and concluded in over all, although there were no significant differences between sole cultivars and cultivar blends regarding grain quality factors but the results revealed that the highest protein content and water absorption indices were obtained in cultivar blends. Increased water absorption represents value to bakers because they add more water to the flour, thus increasing product yield and shelf-life (Lee et al., 2005).

Flour water absorption is an important character that is highly associated with the quality of bread, tortillas, and noodles (Qarooni et al., 1994; Lang et al., 1998; McGuire
Cowger and Weisz (2008) studied the performance of eight soft red winter wheat cultivars having a range of maturities with that of 13 blends, each consisting of equal proportions of two or three of the cultivars in 3 locations in North Carolina. They reported that in general, blends did not differ significantly from midcomponents for test weight, protein content, hardness and falling number.

### Mechanisms for increasing yield and yield stability in cultivar blends

#### Complementary effect

All varieties have some weaknesses that cause fluctuations in yield. A variety might be very susceptible to a disease or insect, it might respond poorly to drought stress, or it might be prone to winter injury. Combining several different varieties with complementary strengths is a way to reduce the yield fluctuations associated with any particular variety (Bowden et al., 2001). The yield benefit of cultivar mixtures may be a function of complementary resource use above and below ground (Willey, 1979). As in interspecific mixtures, a yield advantage occurs when cultivar components differ in their use of resources in space and time in such a way that overall use of resources is better than when components are grown separately.

Complementary effect usually occurs when component cultivars have different growth durations because the demand on resources occurs at different times (Fukai and Trenbath, 1993). Grain yield in mixtures is influenced by intraspecific competition between component pure lines that begins during early development and continues to physiological maturity. Apparently, complementary relationships among pure lines in mixtures for growth habit, shading, or other factors were responsible for the increased grain yield of mixtures (Gallandt et al., 2001).

#### Compensation

A strong variety may be able to compensate for a weak or injured variety by producing more tillers, bigger heads, or heavier kernels. This effect operates only between neighboring plants, so it cannot occur when varieties are grown in separate fields. Blending varieties with different genetic backgrounds should increase the chances of compensation (Bowden et al., 2001). Compensation usually happens between cultivars with different competitive abilities (Willey, 1979). It occurs when the yield of one component increases, while the other decreases without affecting the overall yield of the mixture (Khalifa and Qualset, 1974). Compensatory tillering by resistant plants was observed when disease occurred early in the season (Brophy and Mundt, 1991) and even in mixtures where disease intensity was not affected (Mundt et al., 1995a).

Compensation was also observed in cultivar mixtures where the components differed in plant height (Khalifa and Qualset, 1974). A model is presented explaining those mixing effects in cereal cultivar blends that cannot be attributed to reduced disease levels but are thought to result from improved compensatory reactions to environmental stress in cereal cultivar blends. It is assumed that a cultivar which yields less than expected in a particular environment does not utilize all growth factors available. The amount of growth factors not utilized is postulated to be taken up by the other mixture component which then produces more than expected in pure stand. It is hypothesized that this additional ‘compensatory’ yield is what is usually named the mixing effect (Stützel and Aufhammer, 1990).

#### Facilitation

Facilitation is the positive effect of plants on the establishment or growth of other plants (Garcia-Barrios, 2002). A component cultivar may benefit another component directly by improving microclimate, providing physical support or windbreaks, and ameliorating harsh environmental conditions, or indirectly by providing protection from other pests and diseases, and improving water-holding capacity (Callaway, 1995; Garcia-Barrios, 2002). Although rarely quantified, a form of facilitation observed in rice cultivar mixtures is the higher resistance to lodging of tall cultivars in mixtures than in monoculture (Castilla et al., 2003).

### Mechanisms for reducing epidemics in cultivar blends

#### Dilution effect

Disease is reduced in cultivar mixtures because of the increased distance between plants of the susceptible cultivar in the mixture (Browning and Frey, 1969; Chin and Wolfe, 1984). In cultivar blends, the susceptible members are farther apart than in a pure stand, so a dilution effect may occur as diseases or pests are transported between susceptible plants (Bowden et al., 2001). In fact, the presence of the resistant cultivar decreases the chance of the inoculum produced from the infected susceptible cultivar of landing on another susceptible cultivar. Most of the inoculum lands on the resistant cultivar, thus reducing the rate of disease increase.

#### Barrier effect

For any particular disease or pest, the resistant members...
of the blend may shield the susceptible members from spread within the crop canopy (Bowden et al., 2001). The resistant cultivar provides a physical barrier that restricts the movement of the inoculum from the susceptible cultivar (Browning and Frey, 1969). For mixtures of differentially susceptible cultivars (that is both components are susceptible to different races of the pathogen), plants of cultivar A serve as a barrier for the race that attacks cultivar B, and vice versa. For barley powdery mildew, Chin and Wolfe (1984) demonstrated that the increased distance between plants of the same genotype in cultivar mixtures was the most important mechanism of control, especially early in the epidemic. The ideal spatial arrangement of host genotypes is one in which plants susceptible to the same pathogen race do not occur as neighbors.

**Induced resistance**

This occurs when races that are nonvirulent on a cultivar induce the plant's defense response mechanisms. As a consequence, any virulent race (genetically different isolate of the same pathogen that would normally infect the plant) invading exactly the same area of the plant cannot cause infection (Chin and Wolfe, 1984). This induction of defense responses reduces partially the susceptibility of the host plant to infection by spores of a virulent strain or race (Lannou et al., 1995). Either the infection efficacy or the number of new spores produced as a result of infection can be reduced (Martinelli et al., 1993). Experimental studies indicate that induced resistance may account for 20 to 40% of the disease reduction in mixtures when two or more pathogen races are active in the crop (Lannou and de Vallavielle-Pope, 1997). According to Calonnc et al. (1996), up to one third of the reduction in infection by *Puccinia striiformis* in wheat mixtures was due to induced resistance.

**Competition among pathogen races**

The diversity of pathogen genotypes is expected to be higher in cultivar mixtures than in monoculture, thus increasing the chance of interactions and competition between pathogen races (Garrett and Mundt, 1999). Competition among different virulent races may prevent a certain race from dominating and over-coming host resistance in cultivar mixtures, thus reducing disease in the mixtures.

**Potential disadvantages**

Potential disadvantages of mixing cultivars also need to be considered. Mixing the seed is a major disadvantage with blends because of the added time and cost involved in mixing. Many producers do not have the grain handling equipment to do this easily. Also, because the proportions of a blend likely will shift during each growing season, producers might need to remix blends annually, further adding to the time and cost involved. Another potential disadvantage is variety incompatibility.

If early and late varieties are blended, the early varieties may shatter before the late varieties are ready to harvest. If tall and short varieties are mixed, too much straw may be forced through the combine at harvest. The third potential disadvantage is the lost opportunity to manage varieties separately. If varieties are grown in separate fields, a variety with winter injury can be torn up and planted to a summer crop. If all fields are planted with blends, the injured variety cannot be eliminated. Segregating high protein grain to capture quality premiums would also be more difficult with blends. Likewise, producers often spread their harvest dates by planting varieties with different maturities. That may be harder to achieve with blends (Bowden et al., 2001).

**Conclusion**

While modern agriculture has brought vast increases in productivity to the world's farming systems, it is widely recognized that much of this may have come at the price of sustainability. Most practices of modern agriculture, e.g. mechanization, monocultures, improved crop varieties, and heavy use of agrochemicals for fertilization and pest management, led to a simplification of the components of agricultural systems and to a loss of biodiversity. Restoring on-farm biodiversity through diversified farming systems that mimic nature is considered to be a key strategy for sustainable agriculture.

In stress-prone regions where environmental stresses such as limited and erratic rainfalls, severe temperature fluctuations during growing season, late-season drought associated with high temperatures during grain filling period, freezing temperatures during winter as well as disease outbreak and pest infestation occur frequently, combining cultivars that have complementary characteristics may reduces risks of crop failure and increases yield stability. Compared with many other 'environmentally friendly' approaches, use of variety mixtures is likely to have a far greater beneficial effect on the environment as it could be readily adopted for use over a large proportion of cereal growing areas of the world.
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